
MEMO
To: Students in Introduction to Constitutional Law

From: Professor R.M. Hills

Subject: Final Exam

Date: November 9, 2005

The purpose of this memo is to suggest ways to improve the organization, responsiveness,
and general clarity of  exam answers.   The purpose is not to provide a summary of constitutional
law doctrine. 

It is possible to work hard in a law school course and still fail to achieve a grade on the
exam that reflects one’s ability and effort.  Frequently, the cause of such failure is simply lack of
awareness about what the examiner expects in an exam answer.  In what follows, I describe
various ways to improve your exam answer by avoiding a few surprisingly common pitfalls that,
from my experience in grading exams, cause students to write poorer exams than they are capable
of writing. 

I.  Rule #1: Be Responsive to the Facts

I am convinced that the single greatest reason why students who are intelligent and hard-
working nevertheless do poorly on law school exams is that they do not respond to the facts
provided by the exam question.  This is especially true for questions that contain elaborate fact
patterns -- so-called “issue spotting” questions.  I am also convinced that this lack of
responsiveness is, in part, the result of exam-taking habits formed in college that students carry
over into law school, to their detriment.  It is extremely important to shed these habits.

For many undergraduates (and perhaps their instructors as well), the function of exams is
to test whether the students actually attended class and read and understood the material. 
Therefore, in answering the exam question, the student will quickly read the question and then
throw into the answer anything tangentially relevant that might tell the instructor “this student
actually came to class, did the reading, and, for the most part, understood the reading.”  Exam
answers based on this approach contain  all sorts of intelligent but barely relevant arguments and
information -- information that, in effect, screams out to the grader “I was there: I did the work. 
Now give me an ‘A.’”

This is not a good way to write an answer to a law school exam.  Especially in an exam
that asks you to apply the law to a fact pattern, the point of the question is to see how well you
can solve a specific legal problem.  The point is not to see whether you can stuff everything that
you learned in the class into a five-page exam answer.  Sometimes an exam question requires that
you apply only a small part of  the substantive law that you learned in the class -- perhaps no more
than one or two weeks of course material.  The important point is to answer the specific question
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asked, responding to the specific facts provided.  With these general considerations in mind, here
are some important things to remember in taking my exam.

II. Rule #2: Read the Facts with Care 

It is crucial that you read the facts with extraordinary care.  Do not assume after reading
two or three lines of the fact pattern that you know what the examiner is “generally” trying to test
and then start writing an answer in response to this general impression of what the question is
about.  Before writing a single word, read the facts once.  Then read them again, taking notes on
possible legal issues raised by the facts.  Only then should you start writing.

Failure to read the facts carefully can be a disaster.  On my last exam, I presented a long
hypothetical raising, among other things, the question of whether a fictional federal statute was
constitutional.  The statute generally prohibited racial, gender, and handicap discrimination by
state and local governments.  Nothing in the statute required that any government provide any
benefits or preferences based on the race of  the person benefitted.  Nevertheless, a few students
assumed that the statute contained a race-based classification and plunged into their answer with
an elaborate analysis of the Fifth Amendment restrictions on the federal government’s ability to
classify persons on the basis of race.   These students received far less credit than they otherwise
would have received had they read the question carefully and discussed a relevant legal issue.

Your answer can only be responsive to the facts if you actually bother to read them with
care.  So read the facts carefully and assume nothing about what the examiner is trying to test
until you have done so. 

III. Rule #3: Be sensitive to your role in the question 

Law school exams frequently ask you to play some role: they ask you to assume that your
are, say, a lawyer responding to a client’s question about how the law might affect the client’s
case.  Or the question may tell you that you are a law clerk for a Supreme Court justice who
wants to have your recommendation on whether some precedent ought to be overruled.  The
important point is that you be aware of  your role.  For the role is part of the context of the
question: it helps tell you what level of analysis is called for by the question.   

Remember that constitutional decisions can be analyzed on several levels.  First, one might
simply recite some decision’s facts and holding.  Second, one might try to analyze the  reasons
from the facts and holding.  Third, one might try to extract from such reasons and holdings a rule,
the “law of the case.”  Fourth, one might try to evaluate the rule according to various standards --
its consistency with original understanding, historical practice, text, structure, institutional
capacity of the courts, policy, etc.   You will probably need to use every level of analysis to
answer every question --but different questions will emphasize different levels of analysis.  
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For instance, if the question places you in the position of a lawyer answering an anxious
client’s questions about the likely disposition of  a specific case, then you probably want to
emphasize the level of extracting a rule from precedents.  If  there is some firmly established
precedent and the law of the case is relatively clear on some point, this would not be the time to
denounce the precedent.  Your client is not interested in an editorial: he or she wants legal advice
about what is likely to happen -- how courts are likely to act in fact.

This does not mean that evaluation of different legal rules is inappropriate in such a
context.  Such evaluation might be necessary to figure out the law, especially if the precedent is
ambiguous or if there are a number of different rules that might be plausibly extracted from the
case.  Use your ability to evaluate each plausible rule to choose the best rule for which a case
might stand.  But remember your role: you are trying to explain the law.

On the other hand, other questions might give you a different role and, therefore, a
different emphasis.  For instance, if the question states that you are a clerk for a Justice on the
U.S. Supreme Court, and your boss wants to know whether or not she should overrule some
precedent, it is now time to evaluate the precedent and not simply figure out the law of the case.

In short, answer the question asked.  

IV. Rule #4: (A) Minimize your recital of abstract legal propositions in response to “fact
pattern”-type questions and (B) Always explain why the recital is relevant to the
resolution of the specific legal problem in the question.

In drafting your answer to a question containing an elaborate fact pattern –  the so-called
“issue spotter” –  it is generally not a good idea to use a lot of space reciting general  propositions
about the law.  Your recital might be well-organized and correct –  but it is not what the examiner
is after.  Rather, the examiner wants to see how well you can apply the law to some specific
problem.  The more space that you spend analyzing the problem, interweaving a discussion of
legal standards with a discussion of specific facts presented, the better.  Minimize your recital of
generalities to what is absolutely necessary to provide a clear analysis of the specific fact pattern.

Again, an example might help.   In my last constitutional law exam, the facts of the first
question presented a local ordinance by the city of Hutchins that contained a race-based
classification for public contracts.  The question required the students to play tyhe role of a lower
court and  apply the law of Croson to this ordinance.  However, some students plunged into a
long recital of the Croson standard -- the facts of Croson, the various disagreements among the
Justices, the problems with the holding, etc. -- without explaining the relevance of such a
discussion to the specific facts at hand.   
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For instance, consider the following answer to the question:

“Hutchins’ ordinance contains a race-based classification.  Under Croson, such
classifications in local laws must be subjected to strict scrutiny.  They will not be upheld
unless they are necessary for a compelling governmental purpose.  Justice O’Connor
argued in Croson that the Court would apply strict scrutiny to all race-based
classifications, because it is impossible to determine whether such classifications are
‘benign’ absent close scrutiny.  Justice Marshall disagreed with this position, arguing that
such suspicion of  all race-based classifications was unjustified where generally social facts
indicated that the purpose of the classification was to alleviate the lingering effects of past
discrimination.  The majority distinguished sharply between the purpose of remedying
societal versus identified discrimination.  Only the latter goal was compelling.  According
to the Court, if remedying societal discrimination were compelling, then racial
classifications would be unlimited in their duration.  The Court seemed to adopt the
position that there must be some end in time to the use of racial classifications.  The
Court’s position in Croson might make sense if one regarded the use of racial
classifications as inherently harmful: In such a case, the Court would want to limit their
use, regardless of the reasons for their use.  But one coiuld argue that the Foiurteenth
Amendment is best interpreted as barring the use of racial classifications only to the extent
that they are used for the purpose of subordinating a racial group.  In such a case, the
indefinitely long use of racial classifications should not be forbidden so long as such use
could be shown to be non-subordinating.... ”

And on and on and on, for several pages.  This discussion of Croson is accurate.  The analysis of
the underlying interpretative issues is fine.  But the answer does not explain why it is relevant --
 and relevance is just as important as accuracy.  I cannot give credit for general, accurate
recitals of the law, if the answer does not explain how these recitals help solve the specific
problem.    Moreover, if the question asks you to give a lower court’s best view of the law, then
your assessment of whether Croson correctly interprets the Fourteenth Amendment is besides the
point: Lower courts are bound by Croson, whether it is right or wrong. 

Remember: this is an open book exam.  I assume that you will be able to get the law right
as a general abstract matter: all you need to do is look it up in your casebook, after all.  The
important skill is your ability to apply the law to unfamiliar fact patterns.

So try to interweave the discussion of the general legal standards with the specific problem
at hand.  And always make sure that you have clearly explained why some discussion of some
legal issue is relevant to the resolution of the problem.  Again: the goal is to solve the problem,
not just prove that you did the reading.  

Let’s take that Croson problem again and try to give a better answer:
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“Hutchins’ ordinance contains a race-based classification.  Under Croson, such
classifications in local laws must be subjected to strict scrutiny.  They will not be upheld
unless they are narrowly tailored for a compelling governmental purpose.  Therefore, to
determine whether or not Hutchins’ ordinance is constitutional, it is necessary to resolve
two questions: first, does it serve any “compelling” purpose?  And, second, does it do so
in a “narrowly tailored” manner?   

“First, does Hutchins’ ordinance serve a compelling purpose?  Hutchins claims that
its ordinance serves two purposes: 1) remedying past and present discrimination and 2)
increasing minority representation in the contracting business to reduce racial tension and
division in the nation.  Croson held that remedying “identified” discrimination was a
compelling purpose but that remedying “societal” discrimination is not compelling.   But
Croson was ambiguous about whether there could be other purposes aside from
remedying identified discrimination, that could be compelling.  

“There are two reasons why one might find that Hutchins’ proffered
purposes do not constitute the remedying of “identified” discrimination.  First,
Hutchins has not shown that its particular percentage set-aside for minority
contractors bears any relationship to local discrimination in the building trades. 
Second, there is some uncertainty about whether Croson permits a state or local
government to adopt racial classifications to remedy purely private discrimination
in which the state and local government itself did not participate.  I shall discuss
each of these arguments in turn.

“First, Hutchins has made findings that the local building trades unions
have discriminated against Black craftsmen for decades, depriving them of
opportunities for apprenticeships and other points of entry into the building trades. 
But Hutchins has not identified even roughly the degree to which such
discrimination has reduced Black contractors’ share of the building trades.   
Croson suggests that state and local governments using racial classifications some
sort of nexus between the specific racial classification employed and the identified
discrimination that this classification is supposed to remedy.  The use of a fixed
quota is strongly discouraged by Croson.  One cannot say that such quotas are
always impermissible: they were used as remedies in the busing cases of Swann and
Keyes.  But, at the very least, the quotas must be closely tied to the identified
discrimination.  Hutchins has not made such a tie.  

“Second, it remains uncertain whether Croson permits a local government
to consider private discrimination....”
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It is important to see the difference between the first and the second approaches to the Croson
issue.  In the first approach, the answer starts reciting the facts and law of Croson without
explaining the relevance of such a discussion to the resolution of the specific problem in the
question.  In the second approach, the answer explains exactly what we are trying to get out of
Croson.   At the end of those paragraphs, the author is ready to do a detailed analysis of how
Croson differs from, or is the same as,  this case -- using the specific facts of this case and the
facts and reasons of Croson.    

Remember: as a general rule, with a fact pattern-type question, you want to spend as
much time as possible applying the law to the facts -- showing that you can respond to a new
complicated fact pattern in an original and careful manner -- and as little time as possible simply
regurgitating general legal standards.  

This is not to say that there is no place in a “fact pattern” question for a discussion and
resolution of a general legal question.  Sometimes, there is.  If  the resolution of the hypothetical
problem in the exam question depends on the resolution of some well-defined general legal
controversy -- say, whether or not Congress’ purpose affects he constitutionality of a federal law
under the commerce clause’s “substantial effects” test --  then it is perfectly acceptable to launch
into a general discussion of that legal issue with an eye to resolving the issue and, thus, the case. 
But you must first explain exactly why and how resolution of the general issue will affect the
resolution of the case.  At every point in the answer, the reader should know why and how the
answer is contributing to a solution to the problem set forth by the question.  

V. Rule #5: Be Organized

Another common failing of exam answers is lack of organization.  Organization is more
than just a matter of aesthetics or style.  Organization shows that the writer understands the
structure of the subject -- that the writer is not merely randomly applying  snippets of law but
actually understands how different legal rules or standards interact to form a single body of
doctrine.   Bad exam answers are analogous to a person slapping at flies: the writer just “hits” one
point after another, seriatim, without any effort to show to what extent each point might depend
on the resolution of other points or to what extent each point might, by itself, resolve the case.  

How can you avoid chaotic, seriatim answers?  Spend some time drafting a comprehensive
outline.  Plunging into a question and writing a new paragraph every time you see a fact that
reminds you in some vague way of some precedent is a sure way to a mediocre answer.  

How should you write an outline?  First, start with a few basic issues and progressively
break them down into more specific issues.  At the outset, reduce the potential constitutional
problems raised by some fact pattern to a minimum number of basic issues, those issues that
define the structure of the entire course.   For instance, with a federal statute, you may ask: “Is
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there a power justifying this statute? Is there any prohibition on some specific exercise of power?” 
Then, with each basic issue, try to figure out every different way in which here might be a
constitutional problem -- say, lack of power under the commerce clause, lack of power under
section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, etc.  And, so on: with each level of analysis, you may
reach a new level of specificity -- but you will have a sense of where the specific issue is situated
in the entire scheme and the degree to which resolution of the issue will resolve the entire
hypothetical case.

If you do not organize your answer in this way, you can create terrible and easily
avoidable confusion in your answers.  For instance, in one answer to my final exam last year, a
student spent a page or so arguing that New York v. United States barred Congress from using
the commerce power to enact a hypothetical anti-discrimination statute.  Two pages later, in
applying section 5 of the 14th Amendment,  the person argued that, while Oregon v. Mitchell
barred the use of the 14th Amendment section 5 power to enact the hypothetical statute,
McClung would allow Congress to enact the anti-discrimination law by invoking its commerce
power.   It was as if the student completely forgot that the answer had already addressed the
commerce power two pages earlier -- and in an inconsistent way! 

VI. Rule #6: Be clear

Clarity counts.  This advice might seem obvious.  However, it is surprising how often
students abandon elementary syntax and leave their papers littered with sentence fragments,
orphan pronouns without antecedents, ambiguous slangy shorthand, etc.   Sloppy writing on an
in-class exam is understandable.  But, when you have 24 hours to re-read and correct your papers,
there is no excuse for sloppy language and confusing grammar.  

The problem is more than stylistic.  If you write in a confused manner, you probably have
confused thoughts.  If your sentences are not intelligible, they will receive no credit -- even if I
might be able to hazard a guess as to what you might be trying to say. 

VII. Rule #7: Be creative

As you probably know by now, the point of the exam will not be to get the “right answer.” 
(In fact, the exam may ask you to defend a position on behalf of a client that is actually incorrect). 
Rather, the point is to show creativity in thinking about legal issues and unfamiliar legal problems. 
Unlike some other law school courses, where the cases clearly identify some uncontroversial rule 
and your job is simply to apply the rule in different factual settings, there is an additional wrinkle
of complexity in Constitutional law: often, there is no clear rule at all, and your job will be, first,
to determine what the rule ought to be and only then apply the rule to the specific facts.  This
gives you some opportunity to be creative.  Don’t panic when you rifle through your notes and
realize that we never covered some hypothetical or question of constitutional meaning in lecture. 
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The point is not to regurgitate some canned response to the questions.  The point is to use the
cases and reasons in those cases, along with the text of the Constitution, to come up with
solutions to new problems.

Remember: law school exams are graded on a curve.  Law professors write exams to
distinguish answers from each other.   Therefore, they usually try to hide some knotty problem in
the facts that cannot be readily answered by merely applying well-established or clear doctrine. 
To solve these problems, you will have to take a chance by resolving the doctrinal ambiguity. 
This means that you will have to make up a new rule, being creative and persuasive!  If you
simply throw up your hands and say, “the law is ambiguous” without trying to come up with your
own resolution of the ambiguity, then you lose the chance to distinguish yourself from other exam
answers.  The predictable result?  A median grade of, say, B-B+.   Take a stab at resolving that
ambiguity.  Otherwise: No guts, no glory.
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